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They're everywhere, from the high-profile ink sported by celebrities, rock superstars, and top sportsmen to the everyday
tatts of college students, housewives, and businessmen. These 30 ready-to-color illustrations feature women and men
showing off an awesome array of full-body tattoos, covering flesh canvases of arms, hip and legs, chests, and backs.
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So nice, I bought it twice! I have done lots of the Dover coloring books, but this one is the best. The images are actually
elegant and varied plenty of that they're not boring. I would suggest this seller.The thing that isn't great concerning this
is that the pages are two sided. If you mean to show them you are forced to choose. Or you can purchase two.! This book
has more girlie things than anything. Pictures It was great The trunk cover is a complete deception. I bought the book a
few months ago, but when i got Prismacolor pencils for a gift, I purchased it again so I could really make the photos pop!
Love this book Gorgeous book but double-sided images so needs work to improve or NO markers!! 30 detailed pictures of
women and men with intricate tattoos.. Publishes need to start printing pictures single-sided so people using markers
can color the images without ruining the picture on the reverse aspect. However I intend to copy mine onto 90lb
cardstock printer paper so I am choosing to rate this 5 superstars on image quality only. RECOMMEND THIS ONE I
REALLY LIKE REALLY INTRICATE DETAILED Photos TO COLOR AND BOY THIS ONE FITS THAT REQUIREMENT! This book
rocks !!. The artwork is amazing. It really is double sided pages but I can get down with it because the images are so
excellent! I also really love how heavy the webpages are.! IF I Ranked IT ON A Level Of just one 1 TO 10 IT COULD BE A
15 Love it! I am a big fan of the Dover coloring books. They always have such fun designs and different things. An
extremely enjoyable coloring reserve! I prefer to color with watercolor color pencils as the pages are solid more than
enough to consider the application form well. This publication is a great one! There are really no complaints when it
comes to this reserve. The webpages are pull of nice illustrations that have a lot of room for multiple color applications.
I believe it's my favorite of all Dover books thus far. It's all tattoo and body art designs.. It really is more interesting to
have the pictures set as tattoos rather than just random photos on a page. Very busy illustrations This was for someone
else and they felt that it was too busy. For those who like mandala's, this might be a good publication for you personally.
The designs are large enough that you could add details very easily. Incredible artwork!! one happy MAMA .... So good
I've bought it twice! THE Images ARE REALLY AWESOME FOR ADULTS.! Helps to keep me out from the Tattoo shop and
fills my need for ink. The photo is a work in progress. This book is excellent! Dragons and daggers are stated on the
trunk. Butterfly after butterfly. Total waste of money.! However they aren't represented... Five Stars I really like this
tattoo book even though I don't wear then in real life great gift got this for my cousin and she loved it. the artwork
inside looked actually intricate and nice. ) that's plenty of for me not to many small items mk a teenager happy - glad
she is enjoying it My girl loves it .!. :) that's enough for me personally not to many small things mk an adolescent happy glad she is taking pleasure in it :) and the 72 shaded pencils of program to create it all it could be - RIGHT ..! My husband
is not happy at all. I'd give this book 4 stars because it is printed double-sided.! good price and acts it's purpose Yes the
tattoos are ridiculous and completely out of proportion but it's a coloring publication not a priceless painting..! Five
Stars Simple to use coloring book. Ordered the book to get myself and I love it. LOL
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